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Typing and subtyping for mobile processes
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Pierce and Sangiorgi formalize and generalize the sort system Milner originally proposed for the $\pi$-calculus. Their type system gives types to channels, including both usage information (send, receive, both) and structural information (how many channels, of which types, will be sent or received). Usage information gives rise to a simple form of subtyping. Recursive channel types are allowed, so ultimately the type system must decide recursive subtyping, and the authors give an algorithm for doing so. Finally, the authors explore the ramifications of their type system on process equivalence.

Significance: This paper firmly establishes a basic framework for building type systems for the $\pi$-calculus: channels, not processes, are typed, usage information on those channels is included in the types, and recursion at the type level is fundamental. The majority of type systems subsequently appearing in the literature include all of these features.
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This paper incorporates a simple linear typing discipline with the channel polarities established in the previous paper. Linearly-typed channels must be used exactly once. This extension to the type system is quite simple, but it has pleasant consequences: communications along linear channels cannot be interfered with. The authors use the lack of interference to justify optimizations in the Pict programming languages.

**Significance:** The contributions of the paper lie not so much in the definition of the type system—which is straightforward—but in the notion of typed bisimilarity it gives rise to. While typed behavioral equivalences can be usefully employed by compilers, it is less clear whether the type system is useful at the surface level to programmers.

**Language primitives and type discipline for structured communication-based programming**
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**Types and subtypes for client-server interactions**
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These two papers together introduce *session types*, a way of typing long-running protocols over a single channel. Sessions are inherently symmetric: they take place between a client and a server, each having the dual perspective to the other. A session type tracks internal and external choices, simple sends and receives, and protocol recursion.

The second paper adds a notion of subtyping for session types, as a generalization of Pierce and Sangiorgi’s subtyping. It also reformulates the type system, casting it in terms of standard $\pi$-calculus rather than the extended language used in the first paper.

**Significance:** These two papers represent a very practical use of types in the $\pi$-calculus—in particular, one that matches the kinds of programs actually written. Adherence to a protocol is a basic form of correctness for client/server interactions, and session types capture a fairly wide range of protocols. This work has been quite influential, and research in the area is ongoing.